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NEW QUESTION: 1
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that
present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some
question sets might have more than one correct solution, while
others might not have a correct solution.
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be
able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen.
You administer a SQL Server instance at Contoso Ltd.
A new employee named Kim Ralls must be able to read data only
from the dbo.order table in the salesDB database.
You create a SQL login named KimRalls. You then create a SQL
user account named KimRalls in salesDB.
The user account is associated with the SQL login.
You need to grant KimRalls the necessary permission or
permissions. Your solution must follow the principle of least
privilege.
Solution: You add KimRalls to the db_datareader database role
in SalesDB.
Does the solution meet the goal?
A. Yes
B. No
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
Need to set up select permission on dbo.Order table.

NEW QUESTION: 2
What are some of the limitations of a large event?
There are 2 correct answers to this question.
Response:
A. The system limit is 125 suppliers.
B. The system limit is 30 terms per line.
C. The system limit is 2000 line items.
D. The system limits the bidding through Microsoft Excel only.
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. .xml
B. .psl
C. .cmd
D. .bat
Answer: C
Explanation:
Creating a batch file would be best practice because the
process involved to promote a server to a domain controller
involves several commands that can be configured into a batch
file in a script.
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